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Introduction
In order to develop a grey scale system, three considerations
are
essential*
1 The computer to be used
.
2. the software system. producing the grey intensities.
3. The principal display device, and its associated
options.
The choice of the computer has been well defined since the
inception of this contract, and two reports have been written
describing the LINESCAN algorithm to be implemented. What remains tnen
is to give some thought to the target terminal to be used as an
end to
the half tone process.
The purpose of this report will be to transcribe the investigation
of the terminal market, and make an attempt to recorr^end a
device
commensurate with the display requirements of the LINESCAN algorithm.
1.1 System Requ ired
In looking for a terminal suitable for linescan support, four
factors were used as guidelines for selection:
1. The terminal be commercially available, and adaptable
to the algorithm with little or no hardware redesign.
2. The display screen contain 1024 x 1024 addressable
points.
3. Suitable grey scale options be available without
prohibitive cost containing at least 32 levels of grey.
4. Hardcopy options be available at a reasonable price
with good response time from beginning to end of
production.
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It is hoped that these constraints will provide a system allowing
easy accessibility for the user as well as fast display and
manipulation of the structure*
However 9 due to the current state of the commercial market there
exist several problem areas that should be guarded against *
1.2 Difficulties Expected
The progression of computer technology has lead to the
introduction of many new products and in the formation of many
fledgling companies solely committed to the support, and sale of a
particular product area*
Before a company can offer a product commer ically, a prototype
must be developed, modified, in some cases redesigned, and finally
tested to the satisfaction of the manufacturer. Even with this process
behind it. a product generally has difficulties after it is being sold,
and requires a shake-down period before a truly reliable piece of
equipment is available
.
The manufacturers of graphics terminals with a grey scale
capability have been going through the development stages mentioned
above; some have modified existing terminals, others have designed a
complete hardware system.
Two problems are of concern when dealing with these companies:
1. Jhe installation of a terminal still in the
shake-down" stage.
2. The installation of a terminal from a company not
yet stable enough to assure support in the future.
-3-
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The question then arises , how should the investigation process be
approached to assure the procurement of a terminal that will have a
good performance record?
1.3 Approach Taken
The hardware considered evolved principally through sales
brochures collected over the five years since the development of the
LINESCAN algorithm here at the University of Illinois.
At the Inception of the hardware investigation, each of the
companies was evaluated as to their ability to meet the requirements
mentioned above and five were selected as possibilities for a target
terminal.
Each of these companies were then visited to see the actual
terminal in operation in order to get a better feel for its particular
capabilities, to talk to the manufacturers to determine what kind of
company they were in terms of reliability of service, to check hardware
quality and to look into the companies' stability in terms of their
plant size and facility, due to the questionability of placing a large
stock in a garage setup.
1 .4 Systems Considered
1
»
Pr inceton Electronics Product
2. Data Disk
3 • Ramtek
4. Spatial Data Systems
5. Spectrovision
-4-
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These were chosen for closer scrutiny because they advertised
viewable displays capable of ©one grey-scale raster oriented work.
Systems only capable of producing film were not examined because of the
added supply expense*
Ve chose only devices being sold on the open market and did not go
£o Com* VBU8 Daily to advertise for the expertise needed to build a
scratch system, the reason being that one could get a spec price, but
cost is high and we see NAVSEC as not the kind of environment to
support a one-of-a-kind terminal*
-5-
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2.0 GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT THE SYSTEMS
What follows are some general remarks about each company gleaned
from their individual visits and an evaluation of their suitability to
the LINESCAN algorithm.
2.1 Princeton Electronics Products (PEP 801)
The PEP Terminal appears to be ideal for our application* The
basic display includes 1024 x 1024 addressable points 9 the only one
that large with grey capability we have found so far* It has 32 levels
of grey, and has a hardcopy option that takes a reasonable 8 seconds to
complete*
There are several other nice characteristics that should be
mentioned*
1* Selectable erase - single character , character line,
vector erase and point erase*
2* Standard writing speeds to 55*000 baud - To 330.000
baud on special order*
3* Screen erase in less than 250 milliseconds*
4* Multiple Closed Circuit Slaved Displays - Immediate
installation, without additional interfaces*
The PEP offers a unique option in that a live video picture can be
stored in the display, and manipulated with overlay information*
The PEP can do all of this at low cost because of a Silicon
Storage tube at the heart of the system* which in effect 9 works as
follows.
-6-
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Display information is written on the target by its electron beam,
and is stored there as a pattern of electron charges*
The Read Format is a 1029 line Raster Scan of the storage target
resulting in a standard video signal used to drive the monitor*
The Terminal operates in three modes, text mode, vector mode, and
grey scale mode, all enterable by a special command character
preceeding the data to be displayed*
The PEP has two negative properties which should be mentioned*
1* The picture decays over a short time such that if a
large set of data were to be displayed the first
portion might be fuzzy by the time the last is written*
PEP's solution to this is a dim option tha£ keegs the
screen at a constant grey until a special view
character is received, at which point the screen is
brought up to full intensity*
2* PEP has as yet to produce a terminal with both the
vector and grey capabilities. They have been working
on this combination over the past several months, and
it appears that they are having some difficulty*
This terminal deserves close consideration as a target display
since the documentation they have describes a terminal meeting of all
of the original specifications* However, close examination should be
given to any particular unit with both the grey and vector capability,
that they try and sell us, due to the possibility of an incompletely
checked out piece of hardware*
-7-
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2.2 Data Disk
The original impression that the Data Disk System was less than
optimal because it displays only a 512 by 512 raster is still valid.
The vectors are not smooth unless they are horizontal or vertical.
Characters are made up of dots in a raster and they look rather good.
The main drawback is not enough resolution, and there is some question
as to whether the 16 levels of grey will be sufficient for the Navy
work.
However, for multiple station character displays with limited
vector capability, this system seems to be very good. There is a
capability in the system of taking the 8 or 16 channels that are coming
off the disk and reconfiguring those channels onto different kinds of
monitors. For example, one can use 4 of the channels to go through a D
to A converter to produce 16 levels of grey* The test pattern looks
very nice* Three channels can be sent to red, green and blue guns on an
RGB monitor and it produces a very nice color display*
We talked with the Data Disk representative about a system
configuration at about $200,000 which would have 8 channels. These 8
channels would allow, for example, 4 people working interactively, at
any one of 4 separate terminals. These people would all be working in
the line drawing mode* The other 4 channels could be connected to a
different monitor to do the grey scale picture. That monitor could be
a large 19 or 24 Inch monitor mounted someplace so that persons from
all 4 line drawing displays could get close enough to it to see it.
Alternatively, you could have 4 slave monitors selectable from the
other terminals one at a time
•
In general, this system deserves closest consideration if one
wants to consider multiple terminals for multiple kinds of interactive
graphic uses. It can be used for character terminals for outputing
special symbols, as well as doing simple kinds of vector graphics and
grey scales.
Some interesting ideas arose as to how one could do hardware
vector generations on this device. They apparently have some people
working on the problem. It is a standard scan conversion problem, and
should not take them too long to get it done. The other interesting
thing is that because of the way data is stored on the disk, we could
probably do the LINESCAN problem directly. Instead of putting out a set
of key squares the program would actually write the information to this
disk. It may be possible to configure the system in such a way
-8-
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eventually, that the LINESCAN algorithm only had to write the key
squares to the display processor* A small program could fill up the
disk area to the next key square* It must he kept in mind* however,
that to do this kind of thing removes the opportunity to do data
smoothing*
We- discussed the possibility of actually creating a grey scale
picture on our own equipment and shipping them a set of data or taking
it to their installation to use their device* In this way we could
check and see what the grey scale pictures would look like on a 16 grey
level system* Ibis seems to be a thing which should be followed up in
the second stage of the investigation* Apparently, the people at Draper
Laboratories at HIT also have a Data Disk system and it may be possible
to make arrangements with them in order to use their system* This would
keep us from having to go cross country to check out such a system* The
Data Disk representative does not know of anyone in the Washington D*C*
area who has such a system*
A further point of interest is the capacity of the system* On
these Data Disk systems, it is reasonably easy to compute the capacity
by taking the number of points across and up the screen and multiplying
by the number of channels* Although their sales literature talks about
a 6500 system, which has a 512 by 512 raster, the one we are
particularly Interested in is the 6600 system which is 640 by 480* The
advantage of the 6600 system over the 6500 system is that it is
television compatible with a horizontal scan, while the 6500 uses a
vertical scan* These systems can be interfaced to virtually any
reasonable computer system* The representative mentioned that they have
done Inter Data 70 and they have done Data General's NOVA and the CDC
1700 system* This seems to be very applicable for the Navy's use*
Another component available on the system is an electrostatic
printer* They buy the printer from Versatek* It is 11 inches wide and
makes fairly good copy* It uses some sort of a wet developing process*
The paper has to sit momentarily by a fan blowing over the face while
you are first seeing the- picture* It takes a couple of seconds to dry
out.
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2.3 RAMTEK
The RAMTEK Display differs from the Data Disk Display in two ways.
First of all, the RAMTEK uses all solid state memory as opposed to
using a disk to get its refresh. Secondly, the RAMTEK Company is
considerably smaller than Data Disk. The RAMTEK Company is about 15
months old* The employees involved here came primarily from Data Disk.
The RAMTEK display device is essentially a solid state buffer
memory in which each element of the memory corresponds in a one-to-one
mapping with a spot on the screen. To get intensity on a spot on the
screen one uses multiple channels and a D-A converter. This system
allows the user to configure his display system in various ways. The
device can be considered to have as large a memory as one cares to pay
for within bounds. The hardware automatically scans the Information
from that memory to a T.V. screen in several modes. For example, one
can scan a single monochrome signal to each one of eight monitors and
have eight separate displays* To do that Just requires storing eight
separate pictures on those 8 channels, with the same 8 channels one
could direct 3 of them to the inputs on a red, green, blue T.V. monitor
and make a color system. There would then be 5 channels left over for
5 individual terminals. Another way to configure the system is to use
four channels, giving off or on for 4 bits, or coming into a D-A
converter. This can control 2**4 intensity levels, giving the terminal
16 possible shades of grey. In summary then, this system would need 4
channels for each 16 grey levels. In order to get 32 grey levels one
would have to use 5 channels and a 5 bit D-A converter. Most T.V. sets,
however, do not support comfortably that kind of grey scale. The 16
level grey scale, on the other hand, looks very nice on their CONREC
monitors
•
A few words about the company. As mentioned before, it is a very
small company. Their sales manager looks like he knows something about
the hardware. They have one hardware man by the name of Jim Benster,
and they have a company president who obviously must be a guy that has
some technical knowhow. The installation I saw was a place they just
recently moved into, it has a few offices and a large warehouse type
open area in the back where they are setting up their equipment. They
were setting up for a display for the WESCON Computer Conference. They
had several units in production at various stages • There were less than
a half a dozen technicians or fabrication people working at benches out
in the open work area. They had available a medical system used for
demonstration purposes and market as a turn-key display. The
demonstration showed a pseudo-color presentation of a heart •
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Again, in this system one can see a great deal of possibility for
doing the grey scale algorithm directly onto memory • It is perfectly
feasible, [and it seems obvious that it is a way to go), to drive this
machine from a direct memory access from the CDC 1700, writing the
picture as it were right onto the memory. There will be no difficulty
with the speed of the device, being able to keep up with the 1700, The
question really is the other way around* In all likelihood, we would
not be able to produce pictures on the 1700 or 6700 in a timesharing
environment fast enough to overdrive this device • One could not, it
seems, do real time grey scale simply because of the problem Of filling
the memory However, it seems fair to say that one could change pictures
once a second* Also, they can be changed one line at a time to provide
a rapid change of views.
2*4 Spatial Data Systems
The following are remarks about the display system that we saw at
Spatial Data Systems in Goeieta, California* They are a very small
company, somewhat larger than R&MTEK but not as large as Data Disk.
They operate out of a made-over warehouse* Their Series 600 Display is
the one we were primarily interested in seeing. However, they also had
some other image processing equipment that looked very nice. Their
basic device is the same as the other two we saw. They store
information on a disk, (they buy the disk from Data Disk) and they scan
it onto a television monitor. In this case the monitor is a CONRAC red,
green, blue monitor • The system they had at the factory did not look in
as good a shape at the time we saw it as some of the others had. They
were putting together a system for a customer and they had just gotten
this model constructed. Even the logic in the Series 800 system itself
had not been checked out. They are driving this one with a NOVA 1200
mini-computer* They store a matrix of 512 by 512 data elements on their
disk. They use 5 bits at each element to give them 32 displayable
values, and assign 32 colors to these 32 values rather than using just
32 levels of grey-scale. However, you can look at the display with a
monochrome monitor and get standard grey scales. Use of a color
switching keyboard with a device allowing them to control the selection
of colors. For example, they can change color mappings if desired, or
they can be looking at a color picture and turn off all the green and
blue and look at just the red. They can vary the intensity of any
color, and even choose to display only certain levels of a particular
shade
•
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The Spatial Data Systems people have some very Interesting
applications of photograph scanning and Image enhancement* They take a
picture such as an X-ray or electron micr©photograph, and do feature
enhancement* The hardware that does this permits the user to flip a
switch from the standard picture to the enhanced picture and back* They
can also overlay the enhanced picture exactly in place on the
unenhanced picture , this produces essentially a window into the picture
which has certain highlights brought out and contrasts enhanced* This
makes it much easier to pick up features that otherwise would not be
noticed* The Spatial Data Systems group has applied these enhancement
techniques in weather photographs, in examining thermal pollution with
infrared* and in tracing radio-isotopes in brain lesion studies*
-12-
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2.5 Spectrovision
The following is a report on the visit with the people at the
Micro-Wave Systems Division of Aerojet General, The display that they
have is the Spectrovision Display, It is a display much like the others
that we have seen except that the quality of the operation, the
display, and the color seems to be head and shoulders above the others.
They primarily display pseudo-colors of grey scales which are
digitized from photographs, including infrared photographs and isotope
traces. They produce their color in a somewhat different fashion than
the other systems.
The Spectrovision Display is a 512 by 512 picture. Again,
refreshed off of a disk, although they mentioned some work currently
begin done on a solid state memory for use as a refresh storage. At
each of these locations, they store 6 bits for each color for a total of
18 That enables 6 bits of grey or 1 8 bits of color. The color on this
system is extremely bright and well defined. The display itself is a
very professional looking piece of work. The image on the screen was
clearer, sharper, and brighter than the others. The display was driven
by a VARIAN 620 mini-computer and had a fair number of demonstration
pictures stored on a 9-track mag tape. Several of the demonstration
pictures were Grey scale pictures, in fact they displayed a Grey test
patten showing a good 64 shade spectrum.
It was clear at the outset that the cost of this device would be
somewhat higher than the cost for the other machines we have looked at.
The reasons for this are that the quality of the work looks much
better, and they are concerned with only driving one display station.
In general their systems run from $25,000 to $65,000 depending on the
display options.
The way in which the color is done is somewhat interesting. They
use a modified table lookup for colors. During normal operation, the
input digital data is scan converted and stored as a magnitude level in
the basic Pseudo Color Display System, The stored magnitude level may
be displayed in shades of grey or pseudo color depending on the value
of a remote control line or front panel switch. In the pseudo color
mode, the scan converted data magnitude value is applied to the color
conversion system input data. The input level is used as an index into
a table lookup to get the correct color to go to the display. Thus, in
these models, the table is provided with 16, 32 or 64 entrys. The
advantage of this method of operation is that an experimenter can look
-13-
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at the information on the screen and modify color values to cause a
display shade to change in a dynamic fashion. This is used for human
control of contouring, leveling and picture enhancement.
As an option, on some of the models, one can get a true color and
black and white display. The true color systems come only in the 3.: and
64 level versions. In the 32 level version, for example, the system
will accept a 32 level green input magnitude value, a 32 level red
input and a 32 level blue input to describe each picture element. A
black and white presentation may be commanded by a remote command or a
front panel control. The data for the black and white presentation is
derived from the 32 level data used for the green magnitude value in
the color presentation. A front panel control on the display monitor
provides a black and white image with a brightness component derived
from all three color inputs.
The most impressive feature enhancement demonstration was on a hip
hoint they were suspicious of containing a malignancy. a program was
started that went through the color spectrun, individually changing
each shade to a flashing dark color; that is, a shade flashed on and
off, and as it changed, you could see the different color values on the
screen flashing black. When the malignancy was finally highlighted, the
program was stopped, and the color table was changed to color in
adjacent yellow and black regions, and make them flash. The effect was
that the malignant area in the bone stood out in yellow and black
flashes. A most impressive demonstration.
-14-
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3.0 OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY FOR THE LINESCAN ALGORITHM
Five systems have been discussed in terms of their ability to meet
the physical viewing requirements described in Section 1.1, A further
aspect of the terminal recommendation process that should be discussed
is the ease with which the displays may be made to perform their
various functions. Clearly, a terminal able to display a half tone
picture in five seconds is more useful than a terminal taking 2 minutes
to produce the same picture, so that candidates should be discussed
with respect to exactly what process is needed to display a picture
with an eye toward the amount of computation needed to adapt the
LINESCAN Algorithm.
3.1 Princeton Electronics Products (PEP 801 )
The PEP 801 with the options required will have three principal
modes. Text mode, a vector mode (with a number of associated submodes),
and grey scale mode, enterable with any character desired according to
a strappable option.
There are three sub-modes available in Text Mode:
Text Mode Command Char,
normal ACK
small VT
large Si
each of which specifies a different character font for ASCII text.
Hence with a control character, full upper and lower case text
processing is allowed, not a necessary option certainly, but handy for
viewing online textual information.
There are four vector modes available, and a fifth mode for the
plotting of points.
-15-
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The first mode absolute vector consists of four 8 bit bytes
specifying two 10 bit absolute screen addresses, a sign, and a visible,
invisible bit.
The second mode, relative long vector, is identical in format to
absolute vector except that the two 10 bit addresses specify relative
rather than absolute addresses.
The third and fourth modes, relative short vector, also have
identical formations. Both specify relative addresses for cursor
movement in two 8 bit bytes, the bottom five bits of each byte specify
a length of zero to thirty one relative raster units. The difference
between the third and fourth modes is the character used to enter the
mode. Short vector visible is entered by an ASCII DLE where as short
vector invisible is entered with an ASCII DC1,
The fifth mode, SETPOINT, will position the beam according to any
one of the modes described above, if the movement would normally draw a
visible vector, a dot will be dis layed at the destination address of
the beam.
Grey Scale comes in two options, 1024 x 1024 with automatic line
return, and 1024 x 1024 with programmable line return.
The 1024 x 1024 with automatic return is the simplest of the
options, and operates in the following manner: Before entering gre^
mode, the beam is positioned with an invisible set point, invisible
vector or form feed command, A single user strappable character places
the terminal grey mode. On receipt of each subsequent byte, a dot is
drawn at the current position of the cursor, to the shade encoded in
the byte. The beam automatically steps to the next horizontal position
and waits for the next byte. Points are plotted at each addressable
point on the 1024 x 1024 display.
After plotting a point at X = 1023, the beam automatically returns
to X s 0, and the Y counter is decremented one raster line.
-16-
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Grey mode may be exited at any time by entering either vector or
text mode, or through the use of a RESET or FORM FEED.
With one exception, the 1024 x 1024 with programmable return is
identical to the automatic line option. When this oj^tion is installed,
the terminal, in grey mode, interpts a carriage return, or any
strappable character, as a command to return to X = and decrement the
Y position one raster line.
This option is very useful in limiting the amount of grey
information that has to be passed to the terminal to describe a
picture, and is highly recommended.
Programming the PEP 301 should be very simple; in fact, the grey
scale option is principally what was originally crafted in the
proto type termi na 1
.
Each dot may be displayed in one of 32 shades of grey,
corresponding to the five least significant bits of the data byte.
The character set for grey encoding is normally taken from white
at 137 (octal) to black at 100 {octal).
Grey writing times are 3 to 5 microseconds, with 1 5 microseconds
required for a line return. The total time required to draw a 1 024 x
1024 picture is approximately 6 seconds. This time can be cut
considerably with the programmable return option.
Hence, with the addition of a small subroutine to fill out shade
fields on a raster line, and the programmable return option, the PEP
Terminal is ideal for interface to the software already designed, and
indeed, the PEP fills all of the specifications laid down in Section
1.1.
-17-
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3.2 Data Disk
The Data Dis"" system is very sophisticated and relies on the
ability to combine various halftone patterns from a refresh disk to
produce a video picture.
Unlike an ordinary television set in which the corners and part of
the edges of the image are cut off, monitors used as 6600 display
terminals are adjusted to that the entire raster is visible. The origin
is in the upper left corner, with the X-coordinate ranging from to
639 (i.e. 640 points per scan line), and the Y-coordinate ranging from
to 479 (i.e. 480 scan lines).
The 6600 is capable of generating the following types of graphic
entities:
1
)
Alphanumeric Characters.
The 6600' s USASC II-encoded character generator provides
a repertoire of 128 characters. The character set
provides upper and lower case alphanumerics, as well as
a wide variety of special symbols including the complete
APL character set. Characters may be placed anywhere
on the screen. All characters are generated from a
matrix 8 RU wide by 12 RU high. Normal character size
permits the display of 40 lines of 80 characters each.
It is also possible to display character in double-height
(8 x 24), double-width (16 x 24). The use of double-
height reduces the number of lines of characters to 20,
and the use of double-width reduces the number of
characters per line to 40.
2) Right Rectangles.
Rectangles with horizontal and vertical sides may be
drawn. They may be either outlined, or filled in solid.
Solid rectangles are often used to provide a light
background against which dark characters may be
displayed or to erase a selected area on the screen.
3) Horizontal and Vertical Lines.
Horizontal and Vertical lines are produced as special
cases of rectanges. Dots may also be produced in the
same manner.
4) Graphic Bytes.
Applications in complex graphics require a great deal
of flexibility in specifying essentially arbitrary bit-
-18-
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patterns on the display screen. This need is met in the
6600 by providing modes in which 8-RU-long segments of
a scan line may be specified as bit-images of 8-bit data
bytes. The most significant bit of a graphic byte is
displayed at the left. For example,
the byte X'C9' (hexadecimal C9) causes the pattern
'11001001* to be displayed, where the ones represent
light points and the zeros dark points (assuming dark
background) . Two principal modes are available for
displaying graphic bytes, one of which causes successive
bytes to be strung head-to-tail along a single scan line,
the other causes bytes to be displayed
directly below one another on successive scan lines.
The transfer of 1 2 bytes in this latter mode may be
used to generate special characters which are not in
the standard character set.
A further capability for all graphic entities is the choice
between additive and replacement modes. In additive mode, the zero-bits
in the original data pattern (prior to any complementation specified by
background polarity) are simply ignored and do not cause anything to be
written onto the Refresh Disc. One-bits in the original data pattern,
on the other hand, are handled in the same manner regardless of whether
additive or replacement mode is specified.
Applications involving only text manipulation generally display
alphanumeric characters in replacement mode. One character therefore,
completely replaces another when written at the same location, rather
than the new and old characters appearing superimposed over one another
as they would if only the one-bits of the new character were written.
Graphics applications, on the other hand, generally display all
entities in additive mode. Text may therefore be superimposed on a
drawing without having each character's surround of zero-bits "eat
holes in the drawing. Additive mode is used for the same reason when
graphic bytes are used to construct curves and lines.
The 6600 has seven internal registers whose contents may be set
directly through the use of Graphic Orders:
1) Channel Address (6 bits)
2) Channel Mask (4 bits)
3) Control (10 bits)
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4) X1 (10 bits)
5) X2 (10 bits)
6) Y1 (9 bits)
7) Y2 (9 bits)
Each of these registers may be loaded^by^means of a 16-bit Graphic
Order, whose high-order four bits are an ID code which specifies the
register involved, and whose low-order four to ten bits specify the new
register contents. These graphic orders are listed below by name,
together with their three-letter mnemonic abbreviations,
1 ) Load Channel Address (LCA)
This graphic order selects the channel on which the information
specified by all subsequent Graphic Orders and data will be displayed,
until another LCA is received. Because all channels are scanning
synchronously, the channel address may be changed at any time desired.
The 6-bit channel address consists of a 4-bit address, which
specifies one of sixteen display channels, and a 2-bit channel code.
The latter is used to specify grey-scale and color channels.
2) Load Channel Mask (KSK)
This Graphic Order is used to select a color or grey level to be
applied to subsequent Graphic Orders and data.
3) Load Control Register (LCR)
This Graphic Order selects the major mode, as well as the various
options and submodes. The major mode indicates the type of entities to
be displayed, and therefore determines how subsequent graphic orders
are to be interpreted. The major mode also determines whether data
bytes are interpreted as USASCII character codes, or as graphic bytes.
There are five major modes: Alphanumeric, Graphic Line (Rectangle),
Graphic Data, Display Data, and Graphic Chart. Associated with most of
these modes are options which are specified in the LCR: alphanumeric
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character height and width, background polarity, additive versus
replacement, outlined versus solid rectangles, and so—on.
4) Coordinate-Loading Graphic Orders
:
Load X1 (LX1)
Load X2 (LX2)
Load Y1 (LY1 )
Load Y2 (LY2)
Load Both X (LBX)
Load Both Y (LBY)
All major modes use the contents of at least the X1 and Y1
registers to specify where their respective graphic entities are to be
located on the screen. Graphic Chart mode uses the contents of X1
,
Y1
,
and Y2 and Lins/Rectangle mode uses the contents of all four coordinate
registers.
All of the internal registers are independent. For example, the
mode may be changed by means of an LCR without disturbing any of the
coordinate registers; any of the coordinate registers may be changed
without disturbing one of the others, and the channel may be changed
without affecting any other aspect of the internal state of the 6600.
Rectangles, including vertical and horizontal lines, and points,
require only coordinate information to effect their display. All of the
other major modes of the 6600, however, require the transfer of either
USASCII character codes or graphic bytes. Two graphic orders are used
to transfer data bytes to the 6600: Transfer (XFR) and Block Transfer
(BXF).
XFR is used to transfer a single data byte in its low-order 8
bits. BXF is used to transfer multiple data bytes: the low order byte
of the BXF specifies how many of the subsequent bytes are to be
interpreted as data bytes. Note that, if the BXF specifies an odd
number of bytes, an extra padding byte must be transmitted to obtain
correct boundary alignment for whatever follows.
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Data transfer using XFR and BXF is typically specified immediately
after the desired coordinates have been set using the coordinate-
loading^ raphic Orders. For example, one may display the character
string **ABC with the first character at X=100, Y=200 by means of the
following sequence:
LCR alphanumeric
LX1 100
LY1 200
BXF 3
A B
C x (x = any byte)
This sequence may be part of a group of graphic orders which includes
other alphanumeric text as well as graphical information.
BXF is more commonly used for text display than is XFR. The latter
is more or less a compact replacement for specifying a BXF of one byte.
A typical application of XFR is character echoing, in which it is
desired to display a single alphanumeric character on the screen in
response to an incoming keystroke. If it werewdesired, in the example
above, to display only the single character A , the BXF and subsequent
data could be replaced by a single XFR:
LCR alphanumeric
LX1 100
LY1 200
XFR A
BXF may be used in Alphanumeric mode to display a line of up to 80
characters; in Display Data or Graphics Chart modes it may be used to
display up to 80 graphic bytes strung head-to-tail along a scan line;
in Graphic Data mode it may be used to display an 8-bit wide vertical
column of up to 255 graphic bytes.
One area of primary importance is the method for producing grey-
scale on this particular terminal. It turns out that all of the
features required to support grey and color come as standard equipment.
The video signals needed to generate 16 shades of grey compatible with
standard black and white monitors may be generated within the Display
Generator's video Distribution Card. Color display requires the use of
a standard RGB color monitor.
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Both grey scale and color make parallel use of more than one
normal display channel. Grey scale assigns different intensity
"weights'' to several display channels on the Disc, in binary fashion.
For example, the following weights are used by the Display Generator
when combining four Disc channels to produce a 16-level channel:
Disc Channel Weight
I
1 21 I = an arbitrary unit
2 41 of intensity.
3 81
Intensities from zero through 151 are then obtained by writing the
same information on various combinations of the four available Disc
channels.
Color display normally uses three Disc channels in an analagous
manner. All three channels carry the same intensity weight; each
channel, however, controls a different primary color. Seven colors plus
black may therefore be obtained by writing the same information on
various combinations of the three available Disc channels.
There is no internal distinction between color and grey-scale
channel types. It is possible, with rather simple external circuitry,
to obtain 3 colors plus black from a double channel, or 1 5 colors plus
black from a quad channel. Because no external circuitry is needed with
a triple channel, however, the other ways of connecting a color monitor
are not often used. Double, triple, and quad channels may be used to
obtain 3, 7, or 1 5 grey levels plus black, res ; otively, simply through
use of the appropriate weighting resistors on the Video Distribution
Cards.
Suppose, for example, that weighting resistors have been strapped
on the first Video Distribution Card to perform grey scale display on
quad channel 0:
Dlsr. Channel Weight
I
1 21
2 41
3 81
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The video amplifier corresponding to Disc channel 3 would normally
be used for the combined grey-scale output in this case. Mask codes
between X'o' and X'F' - i.e. between decimal and 15 - will then
produce corresponding intensity levels between and 151, where I is
the lowest intensity other than black.
Suppose now, that triple channel is to be used for color, and
that the following connections have been made to the color monitor:
Disc Channel Color Monitor Input
Red
1 Green
2 Blue
These connections are made from the normal video amplifier outputs
directly to the three color monitor inputs, and therefore require no
changes to the video amplifier strapping. Mask values from X*0* through
X'7' will then yield the following colors:
Color Produced
(black)
Red
Green
Yellow
Blue
Magenta
Torquoise
White
To permit erasure of the information of another color^or grev,
level, it is necessary when writing new information, to both turn on
^its on those Disc channel(s) currently selected by the Mask, and to
turn off bits on those Disc channel(s) not currently selected by the
Mask.
Hence, it is easy to see that this terminal is capable of grey
scale; yet with little work, color can as simply be used. Since color
is such an easy option, and terminals refresh off their own disk, the
price of this system is high. Also, with the apparent complication
needed to generate half-tone pictures, a good deal of excess processing
will be needed to interface the output from the LIMESCAN Algorithm.
ask Primaries
(none)
1 R
2 G
3 R+G
4 B
5 R+B
6 G+B
7 R+G+B
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If $100,000 is not an unreasonable price range and the extra
processing needed is not a hinderance, the reward in picture display
will be great, and well worth looking into.
3*3 RAMTEK
The RAMTEK Display includes a system controller, which provides
basic terminal functions, to which a variable number of channels can be
added to drive a variable number of displays in a programmable
combination*
To operate this device, a set channel mask instruction determines
where the information is to go, that is, which channels it is to go on*
Following that, a control mode instruction, is followed with a series
of load data word instructions. In the load data word instructions, the
top 6 bits are all and the bottom 8 bits, that is bits 7-0, have
meaningful data in them* There are no-op and erase operations, also
several load control mode and several load element operations*
We will first discuss the load element and line operations* In
general, elements and lines correspond to x and y positions on the
screen* The easiest way to think of it is to think of elements as being
raster positions across a T.V* screen. There are two registers for each
element, element 1, element 2, and line 1, line 2, which in general
correspond to X1 , Y1 and X2, Y2. There is also an index register for
each and a load element relative instruction for each* For example, to
use the graphic vector modes, one first loads the element and line
registers and then executes the control mode instruction which says
what to do with it*
The load control mode instruction has its top three bits and its
next 3 bits one, the following field, bits 9-0 contain control modes,
Ihe first is alphanumeric, after giving the alphanumeric control
mode,the following data words would contain standard ASCII characters*
The second control mode is transverse data* This differs from the
regular data transfer instruction in that the bits in the data word
correspond to successive lines rather than successive bit positions on
the same line.
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The load data instruction, which is the lower 8 bits, correspond
to a dot being off or on the scan line,, A sequence of these load data
instructions coming in a buffer to the display would create a string of
hits and misses on the scan line. In the block transfer instruction,
both the upper and lower half word are used for this kind of data. In
either case, the grey-scales are arrived at by combining channels so
that if I wanted to put out binary data on one channel, I would set the
channel mask with only one bit on. If I wanted to put out grey-scale
data, I would use 4 channels going through the D-A converter and I
would set the channel mask for each of the individual channel* This
tends to say that it is much easier on this device to change
intensities in groups of 8 dots* That could be a large drawback in the
LINESCAN algorithm. However, as we will see, the LINESCAH algorithm
would be better off using one of the other data modes.
The raster data command puts the display in mode to treat each
word transferred as a pair of 3 bit bytes in which the corresponding
spot on the scan line is to be turned off or on, depending on whether
the bit is a or a 1, In complex data, on the other hand, each
successive 4 bits of data is considered to be an intensity for a spot
on the scan line. It is the complex data mode which is likely to be
used for the purposes of the LINESCAN Algorithm,
i
There are 4 graphic modes, graphic vector, graphic plot, graphic
cartesian and graphic element. The graphic vector command causes a
vector of end points to be generated Joining the points given by
element register 1, line register 1, and element register 2, line
register 2* In the graphic plot mode, successive data words give
successive y values for a plot where the x value is considered to be
incremented by one position. The graphic cartesian mode puts a dot at
the point designated by the element 1 and line 1 register
.
The RAMTEK Display has a large number of dynamic modes , which
portend a flexible system easily configurable to the specific needs of
a user at a given time. The display can provide every capability we
need and, in fact, will allow color display as easily as grey.
The price is rather high — somewhere in the $30,000 range,
depending on the particular options, but the capabilities procured
should be commensurate.
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In conclusion then, the display is certainly acceptable for the
LINESCAN Algorithm, if not more than needed, and the cost seems
prohibitive •
3*4 Operation Summary for Spatial Data System 800
This is the operation summary for the Spatial Data Systems System
800 Color Display System* The typical System 800 Interactive Display
System uses the Model 805 Color Display combined with the Model 810
Digital Processor. The Color Display is constantly refreshed at 60
fields per second from the refresh store which is a disk built by Data
Disk* Each element, that is, each dot on each raster line, may be
displayed in one of 32 colors, or in a 32 level grey-scale* In
addition, a pushbutton keyboard for the display provides operator
control of the picture elements shade values*
The refresh storage disk contains the 262,144 picture elements and
continuously transmits them to the display at a peak rate of 10 million
per second* At the request of the processing program, the picture
elements are transferred directly to or from core storage in blocks of
512 picture elements (1 horizontal line). Tne transfers take place over
the processor input/output channel*
»
The block structure of this system has a control section and a
buffer section* Between the I/O buffers and the refresh store there is
a 5 by 512 bit register* The refresh store holds 512 by 512 5 bit
picture codes, and 512 by 512 graphic codes, which it, in turn, hands
to the color generator to go to either a grey-scale or color picture
tube* The color keyboard is tied directly into the color generator* On
the control side, there are three registers: a cursor address register,
the status word register and a control word register. The display
controls can be summarised as the following types, (1) processor, to/
from buffer, (2) buffer to/from disk, (3) picture and/or graphics, (4)
raster role, (5) status to processor, (6) interrupts to processor*
The model 810 digital processor and model 810-1 magnetic tape unit
are designed to operate with the Model 805 display as a stand alone
system for the analysis of picture information* The system can perform
data editing, data formating, data analysis and the production of
graphics* Data is normally first entered by the 810-1 magnetic tape
unit* This data may have originally been digitized from a sensor or may
have been generated by large scale digital computer or by the model 810
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itself.
The data on the magnetic tape is read a block at a time, into the
processor core storage. If it is not already formatted in a 51 2 by 512
by 5 bit matrix, it is converted to 512 by 5 bit blocks of elements for
output to the display. The data is transferred to the buffer store and
then to the picture code section of the refresh store. The latter
transfer takes place by a software controlled output to the 805
control. This manipulation makes use of a control word which contains
the address of the line in the refresh store.
The control word consists of an operation code and a line (y)
address. Only the buffer to refresh store transfer requires a line
address. Specified bits in the operation code determine whether;
(1) Elements are displayed as specified by the graphics
code s
:
00 1 of 32 standard colors
01 white is generated regardless of picture code values
10 black is generated regardless of picture code values
11 one of 32 shades of grey is displayed.
(2) All elements are displayed as specified by the graphics
codes, except color elements are displayed in grey-scale.
(3) All elements are displayed in color, without graphics
control.
(4) All elements are displayed in grey scale, without
graphics control.
(5) The graphics black and white elements only are
displayed, without picture data.
(6) Any of the above are displayed with a picture data
complement.
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These control functions require only one I/O instruction for
operation and immediately switch the display from color or graphics, to
grey scale under program control. Thus, the program may present ten
types of information display to the operator without reloading the
picture*
In addition to the above operations, the operation code includes
roll-ur» and roll-down. These operations immediately move the display
picture up or down one horizontal line. Continuous movement of the
picture may be performed by writing new data at the top or bottom of
the picture before each row comes in. In this way, new picture
information can continuously replace the old, producing the effect of a
continuous roll.
The status word provides the processor program with updated
information on the display status. An interrupt is given to the
processor at the cornivleticn of each operation that requires more than
one processor instruction time to complete, such as a buffer disT
transfer.
Without seeing the exact mode in which one operates the display
processor, it is difficult to estimate how convenient it will be to
program this device. However, it appears that the 810 processor, which
in most of their systems have been a NOVA mini-computer, does have
enough capability to allow us to send key squares and intensity data to
this mini-computer. The mini-computer would then format the data into
512 bit lines and hand them to the display processor. It appears that
we could send the key square data through the mini-computer fast enough
to drive the display processor at its maximum rate. That is, we should
be able to produce a picture through this system in 8 seconds. More
complete information about this would be available if we had an
instruction manual for the NOVA computer. This would tell us if we can
do data transfers two directions at once, and whether we can do some
processing while the 512 bit line is being handed across. If we have to
read first and then write, the picture will be at least twice as slow.
Again, the 512 raster did not appear to be very detrimental. That
is, we were not as aware of the raster lines as we thought. The control
over the grey-levels seems to be satisfactory, and I see no reason why
this device could not be used for our application, strictly from the
point of view of what it is said to do. We should point out, however,
that it is a device intended originally to do something altogether
different than to display computer produced digital data, rather, it
was designed to display data from digitizers or film.
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One additional consideration, the cost of this system includes its
own mini -computer which, in itself, seems to be a large and ill-used
niece of expensive hardware. Admittedly, the mini-computer provides
color capability, but this is not one of the requirements for our
tarcret terminal, if anything, it seems an extravagance*, With these
comments in mind, Spatial Data Systems does not produce a terminal
meeting our requirements.
3,5 Spectrovision
The Spectrovision Display is a professional, high- re solution
system, capable of easily meeting all of LINIESCAM s requirements. The
svstem is basically a color terminal with the ability to take 64 levels
of errey and map colors onto the various shades of grey. The operation
of the Display is best described through a discussion of the interface
lines used.
There is an 1 8 bit buss which is shared for the input of the
following information:
1. Vertical screen location for data entry, (the Spectrovision
scan uses a vertical rather than horizontal scan).
2. Picture magnitude or graphic data as determined by bit 12 of
the mode control word.
3. Color magnitude information and its memory address.
4. Mode control, including color, black and white, dots, bars,
shading bars, and graphic information.
There are also four strobe lines which dictate the disposition of
the current information on the buss.
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The first, Load Address/Load Picture or graphics, when pulsed,
will take the buss data, and according to bits 12 - 15, will change the
vertical raster address, go into load picture mode, or interpret the
address as a beam position command.
The Second, Display Data Value Image, will take bits 0-5 as
either a green shade value or a black and white grey value, bits 6-11
as a red brightness value, and bits 12 - 17 as a blue value, depending
on the current mode setting.
This value is inserted as the intensity to be used in the current
scan line as defined by the last load address command*
The Third Strobe line, Load Color Value, will change the pseudo
color mapping for a particular color memory location.
The fourth line indicates a change in the mode control word, and
is used to refer to the various options available.
There is a Fifth Strobe line, Data Continuing, which is kept at a
logical one as long as data points for a particular raster line are
being input. If the line goes to a logical zero before a full 568
points are defined, the raster line is filled out with the shade
currently residing on the buss.
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The Spectrovision Display is another terminal suitable for the
LINESCAN Algorithm, but falls into the class of a little too much
display for our current needs.
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Every system described above has enough support capability to
display linescan output with relative ease* Two, PEP and Spectrovision,
are better suited than the others in terms of the amount of software
expansion needed to fill the void between linescans shade areas, and a
bit oriented raster line. Unfortunately, all of the terminals except
PEP have a color capability which raises those displays to the $25,000
and above price range, whereas the basic PEP costs approximately $9,000
and with the options needed, $15,000. Nevertheless, let me briefly
review each of the terminals' attributes, after which a clear cut
recommendation can be presented.
4.1 Data Disk Review
The Data Disk System refreshes a T.V. monitor from a small head
per track disk which directly specifies the scanline. A number of
channels may be combined to form color displays, and in fact, it
requires only three channels to describe 8 colors whereas it takes four
to specify 16 levels of grey, the maximum available.
Data Disk falls short of our requirements in three respects:
1. only 16 levels of grey are available, and at that,
color is easier to achieve.
2. The traditional vector capabilities, such as
Move Absolute, Draw Absolute, etc. are extremely
difficult to implement, and in fact, must be
software simulated. Hence, the Draw Stage of
tone process would either demand a large real time
programming effort, or be done on yet another
terminal.
3« The price of a four channel display is above
$100,000 making it prohibitive.
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With these facts in mind, it seems reasonable to assume the Data
Disk is not suitable.
4*2. RAMTEK Review
She RAMTEK procedure for displaying a picture is exactly the same
as Data Disk's except that in place of a disk refreshment 9 actual
random access memory is used, speeding up the process considerably, but
also increasing the cost*
RAMTEK not only fails to meet linescan requirements in all the
same ways that Data Disk does, but the company itself falls in the
objectionable classification,^ that it is still small and fledgling in
nature adding "future support* to the list of its problems*
Hence, RAMTEK will not be recommended*
4 t 3 Spatial Data Systems Review
Spatial Data Systems System 800 produces high quality half tone
pictures on a 512 x 512 grid, possesses the vector capabilities needed
for the draw stage, and has 32 grey levels, thus fulfilling a good deal
of the requirements* Unfortunately, System 800 is a complete standalone
capability and Includes a NOVA 810 processor as part of its basic
hardware, leading one to think of actually trying to put the entire
linescan algorithm in the NOVA; however this idea is not in the scope
of a terminal recommendation, rather a total operating environment*
A further attribute placing System 800 out of the class of this
report is the color enhancement portions which are nice for doing
weather study and prediction, but hardly necessary for our purposes*
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System 800, then, will not be recommended, because it is more,
both capability and money wise, then is prescribed for this contract*
4.4 Spectrovislon Review
Spectrovision produces a good quality display that is very easy to
manipulate from the linescan view. It's only detriment is the problem
of simulating vector capabilities needed for the draw stage* Aside from
this, the Spectrovislon terminal will produce 64 levels of grey; again,
the Spectrovislon Display has color capabilities adding to the price,
although not as formidably as with the other systems* The price range
runs from $25,000 to $65,000 depending on the particular options
ordered *
If price is within a reasonable range, and the draw detriment is
not too great, this terminal would serve as an excellent color display
supported by a professional, solid company.
4a& P££ Review
The PEP 801 containing the 1024 x 1024 grey scale with automatic
line return is ideal for the requirements laid down* The total vector
drawing capability is present in the hardware, and accessible with
simple instructions* The PEP has 32 levels of grey which can be
directly manipulated with little or no change from the current Pixscanr
portion of the LINESCAN algorithm*
The company itself has been in business for a number of years,
with no stability problems, and lastly the terminal with,
hardcopy,joystick,and hardware zoom is only $15,000 , considerably less
than the other displays investigated*
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4.6 Recomendat ion
The PEP terminal fulfills every linescan requirement in a simple
and straightforward manner at a reasonable expense , so it seems a clear
choice for our recommendation.
If, however, more money is available and a color display is deemed
necessary, the Spectrovision terminal should be seriously discussed as
the target terminal.
4.7 Caveats
The PEP terminal seems a good choice for a display | however, one
problem still exists. PEP has as yet to produce a terminal containing
both the vector and grey options. Separate terminals each containing
one of the functions have been in use for over a year; however , the
combination is still in the hardware debug stage and have yet to be
made * available for demonstration purposes.
With this in mind, the judicious path seems to be to wait anywhere
from six months to one year until a terminal with the combination can
be produced, and one or two have been out in the user community to
allow for the shakedown mentioned in Section 1.2 before serious
negotiations take place.
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